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Residents and interests in north Florida and southeast Georgia should closely monitor the future progress of the storm.           
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Major Hurricane Matthew Briefing 
Situation Overview 

At 5 p.m. Tuesday, Category 4 Hurricane Matthew was about 860 miles South-Southeast of Mayport, 
Florida, moving north around 10 mph.  Maximum sustained winds remain near 145 mph.  

 

Changes since last advisory: Increasing chances of tropical storm force winds over southeast Georgia & 
northeast Florida, and a slightly increasing chances of hurricane force winds over the coastal locations 
and adjacent coastal waters.  

 

As the hurricane turns northwestward through the Bahamas on Wednesday, increasing northeast winds 
are expected over Southeast Georgia and Northeast Florida, well removed from the hurricane’s 
circulation.  Local coastal impacts including strong winds, high surf, beach erosion and waves of heavy 
rainfall are possible Wednesday & Thursday.  

 

Based on the latest forecast, tropical storm conditions could impact the adjacent Atlantic waters  
Thursday night, and then NE Florida and SE Georgia late Thursday night through early Saturday.  
Hurricane conditions are possible over the adjacent Atlantic coastal waters Friday.  

 

Matthew’s future forecasts should continue to be closely monitored, as a westward track shift will  
increase local impacts.    
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Five Day Cone of Uncertainty 

Based on the latest NHC forecast:  

 

• Matthew’s closest approach to northeast 
Florida and southeast Georgia will likely be 
Friday and Friday night. 

 

• Matthew will bring significant marine and 
coastal concerns to Northeast Florida and 
Southeast Georgia. 

 

• Based on our normal track error the storm 
could track onshore PLEASE HEED the advice 
of Emergency Officials 

 
NOTE: The forecast cone (shaded white area and hatched 
area in the graphic) is where the center of the storm is 
expected to track 2/3 of the time.  
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Tropical Storm Force  
Wind Speed Probabilities 
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Hurricane Force Wind Probabilities 
Although these are low, they are indicating  

a chance of a high impact event.  
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Five Day Cone of Uncertainty 
And Area of Potential Impacts 

Based on the latest NHC forecast:  

 

• Matthew’s closest approach to northeast 
Florida and southeast Georgia will likely be 
Friday and Friday night. 

 

• Matthew will bring significant marine and 
coastal concerns to Northeast Florida and 
Southeast Georgia. 

 

• Based on our normal track error the storm 
could track onshore HEED the advice of 
Emergency Officials 

 
NOTE: The forecast cone (shaded white area and hatched 
area in the graphic) is where the center of the storm is 
expected to track 2/3 of the time.  
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Local Impacts 
High Confidence of Significant Coastal Impacts Late This 

Week 

Expected Coastal Impacts: 
• Life Threatening Storm Surge is Possible. 
• Large, Destructive surf. 
• Dangerous, frequent rip currents.  
• Significant beach erosion.  
• Tropical Storm Conditions possibly beginning 

Thursday night for northeast Florida coastal 
areas and late Thursday night or Friday 
morning for southeast Georgia coastal areas.  
 

Marine Impacts: 
• Building seas and increasing winds beginning 

today (not totally due to the hurricane). 
• Tropical Storm Conditions possible Thursday 

evening through Saturday.  

 
Potential Local Impacts if the track shifts 
farther west (left) of current track:   
• Coastal flooding and heavy rainfall. 
• Damaging winds. 
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Possible Storm Tide Inundation 
Along the Current track, These Values are expected to 

increase as we get closer to the event! 
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Possible Storm Tide Inundation 
Along the Current track, These Values are expected to 

increase as we get closer to the event! 



Fact or Fiction?  
The wide continental shelf that extends offshore of 
Jacksonville will decrease the storm surge threat for the 
local area.  
Read below to find the answer! 

Concave Coastlines & Wide Continental Shelf 
Worsen Storm Surge Effects! 

Cat 4 moving W at 15 mph                
near Jacksonville 

Cat 4 moving W at 15 mph 
near Ft. Lauderdale 

Storm Tide:  
A rise in sea level due to the 
combined affect of storm surge & 
astronomical high tide.  
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Major Hurricane Matthew  
Talking Points 

• On the current official forecast track, the closest approach of Hurricane Matthew to the local coast 
would be Friday and Friday night.  

 

• Potential Impacts:  

Gusty onshore winds, high surf, beach erosion, and frequent rip currents expected to develop on 
Wednesday. Local wind impacts will be similar to a strong local nor’easter.   

Tropical Storm Conditions possible over the northeast Florida adjacent Atlantic waters Thursday 
evening and the southeast Georgia adjacent Atlantic waters Thursday night.  

Hurricane Conditions possible over the adjacent Atlantic waters Friday.  

Tropical Storm Conditions possible over coastal counties Thursday night through early Saturday. 

A shift in the track farther west will increase local impacts.  

HEED the advice of local officials and Emergency Management.  

 

• Closely monitor the latest forecast from NHC/NWS Jacksonville for updates. The next scheduled 
briefing will be issued around 1215 pm Tuesday afternoon.  

• Complete stocking your hurricane supply kits. Review your evacuation plan.  


